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Abstract
Communication is a well-known tool to promote cooperation and pro-social behavior.
In this study, we examine whether minimal communication in form of public consent
with a pre-defined cooperation statement is sufficient to strengthen cooperation in
groups. Within the controlled environment of a laboratory experiment, we identify
ways by which non-enforceable cooperation statements are associated with higher
levels of cooperation in a public good setting. At first, the statement triggers selection;
socially oriented individuals are more likely to make the cooperation statement. In
addition, we can show that a behavioral change takes place once the statement is made.
This change can be attributed to commitment arising from the pledge and to increased
coordination between the interaction partners. Depending on the institutional context,
these drivers can vary in strength. Comparing compulsory and voluntary cooperation
statements, we find that both are effective in motivating higher contributions to the
public good.

Keywords Cooperation · Communication · Pledge · Social dilemma · Pro-social
behavior · Policy making

JEL Classification A13 · C72 · C91 · H41

1 Introduction

Many situations in daily life are characterized by a social dilemma structure; the
collective is better off if everyone cooperates, but each individual has an incentive to
defect and to act upon their self-interest. Hence, a central question in the social sciences
is how to stimulate cooperation in group settings. Beside punishment and monitoring,
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748 A. -K. Koessler et al.

communication has been shown to be an effective approach to strengthen pro-social
behavior and cooperation in experimental studies (Ledyard 1995; Chaudhuri 2011).

Traditionally, studies which examine experimentally the impact of communication
allow their participants to engage in an open discussion before play. While the mes-
sages in this communication format are typically costless and non-binding, previous
findings suggest that players consider them as a serious opportunity to coordinate
(Ostrom et al. 1992). Communication helps to establish a common cooperation norm
and improves the understanding of the game (Kerr and Kaufman-Gilliland 1994). In
consequence, pre-play communication can stimulate higher cooperation levels in the
respective public good games. In reality, howsoever, open discussions between all
relevant actors may be time-consuming or simply not feasible (Messick et al. 1983).
To restrict communication in these settings may help to ease coordination.

In this study, we examine whether actors’ public consent to a cooperation statement
is sufficient to promote cooperation within groups. The cooperation statement is pre-
determined and non-binding, i.e., it is cheap talk, and this is known by all involved
actors. Given that a procedure like this is easier to implement than a common com-
munication forum, and at a lower cost, we believe that it is important to understand if
and how these cooperation statements may affect behavior. For example, it is context-
dependent whether a voluntary or compulsory statement is more suitable, but our
results suggest pro-social behavior lasts longer when all players make the statement.

Previous research on communication in bilateral settings provides us with first indi-
cations as to why cooperation statements may be effective. Studies which give players
the possibility to communicate before play, show that this exchange increases trust
and trustworthiness. Individuals exhibit an aversion to lie (Gneezy 2005; Hurkens and
Kartik 2009; Lundquist et al. 2009) and when they make a promise about future coop-
eration, they are likely to act consistently (Festinger 1957) and execute the promised
behavior (Ellingsen and Johannesson 2004; Vanberg 2008; Charness and Dufwenberg
2006). Previous studies, however, also indicate that the engagement with the commit-
ment may vary with the form of exchange. Conrads and Reggiani (2017), for example,
show that cooperation promises aremore likely in real-time communication thanwhen
communication is delayed. Social psychological studies, on the other hand, point to
the importance of decision autonomy in commitments. Onlywhen individuals feel that
they have freely expressed the intention to help or to cooperate, they will feel com-
mitted to the promised behavior (Kiesler 1971; Linder et al. 1967; Schlesinger 2011).
Elicited or pre-formulated promises, by contrast, have none or only a small effect on
the consequent behavior (Charness and Dufwenberg 2010; Belot et al. 2010). At last,
public promises have a stronger commitment effect than private pledges (Joule and
Beauvois 1998); and being actively engaged in a pledge, i.e., statement-making is in
some form effortful, increases the binding function (Kiesler 1971; Linder et al. 1967).

Regarding honesty, the effect of pre-play pledges seems to be particularly pro-
nounced. Studies analyzing the impact of solemn oaths or honor codes on behavior
show that when vows are taken, participants are more likely to reveal their true pref-
erences (Jacquemet et al. 2013; Carlsson et al. 2013), are less likely to lie in the
experiment (Mazar et al. 2008; Jacquemet et al. 2019; Beck et al. 2020) and coor-
dinate better due to more truthful communication (Jacquemet et al. 2018). While a
first study suggests that pledging a solemn oath may also have a positive spillover
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Public cooperation statements 749

on cooperation (Hergueux et al. 2016), we, on contrast, study the effect on behavior
directly: we examine whether public consent with a cooperation statement stimulates
pro-social behavior in social dilemmas.

At last, this links our study to the literature on leader communication in social
dilemmas. In these studies, one player has the opportunity to send a free message
about intended contribution levels to the group. Whether these unilateral messages
influence behavior depends on their credibility; Koukoumelis et al. (2012) find that
contributions to the public good increase after the message, while in Dannenberg
(2015) the leader message has rarely an effect. In the latter case, followers correctly
anticipate that the leader will not realize her announced contribution level and hence
do not get affected by the message.1 In our experiment, we analyze a similar form
of minimal communication, but the cooperation statement in our study differs in two
fundamental aspects. First, themessage is not endogenously chosen byone of the group
members, but pre-determined by an external institution, that is by us, the experimenter.
This allows us to determine what signal is offered as a coordination device. Second,
we elicit a consent decision about the cooperation statement from each single player,
so that everyone in the group has to take a stand.

With this design, we identify ways by which non-enforceable cooperation state-
ments are empirically associated with higher levels of cooperation in a public good
setting. At first, we identify whether selection takes place that is more socially oriented
people make the statement. First, we determine whether selection occurs, i.e., whether
people are more socially oriented in making the statement. Subsequently, using our
within-subject design, we evaluate whether in addition to a potential selection effect
behavioral change occurs. Subjects which make the statement contribute more after
the pledge, and contribution levels are highest when all group members make the
statement. We attribute this to improved coordination among the group members and
analyze with a separate treatment condition whether the behavioral effects change
when the cooperation statements are compulsory rather than voluntary. In our experi-
ment, both types of statements increase cooperation and produce, on average, similar
contribution levels.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the
experimental design and list the behavioral predictions. In Sect. 3, we present the
experimental results. We conclude with some discussion and potential insights for
practice in Sect. 4.

2 Experiment

2.1 Design

For this experiment, we employed a linear public good game with four players and
a voluntary contribution mechanism. The experiment consisted of two stages, and in
each stage, subjects played ten rounds of the public good game in partner matching.

1 The communication inDannenberg’s studywas based only on the numerical announcement of the intended
contribution level and the message was not in text format. Compared to Koukoumelis finding, this may have
curtailed the message’s credibility.
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750 A. -K. Koessler et al.

Table 1 Experimental design

Stage 1 Stage 2 N

Control Standard PGG Standard PGG 64

Voluntary Standard PGG Voluntary statement standard PGG 64

Compulsory Standard PGG Compulsory statement standard PGG 64

The first stage served as a baseline to measure heterogeneity and allows us to carry
out a within-subject analysis.

At the beginning of each round, each subject was endowed with 20 Experimental
Currency Units, which they could consume either privately or contribute to a public
good. The payoff function was the following:

p = 20 − zi + 0.4 ∗
∑n

j=1
z j (1)

zi denotes i’s contribution level, where 0 ≤ zi ≤ 20 and 0.4 ∗ ∑n
j=1 z j presents

the income from the project. Contributions to the public good increased the collec-
tive output, but the marginal per capita return of a contribution was less than one.
A profit-maximizing individual may thus keep the entire endowment and free-ride
on the contributions of the other players. Free-riding, however, diminishes the total
welfare for all group members. After the first ten rounds, experimental groups were
re-matched2 and the treatment variations were implemented. Participants were ran-
domly allocated between three groups: Control, Voluntary and Compulsory. Table 1
summarizes the design.

In both treatment groups, a statement was offered to communicate the intended
contribution behavior for the following rounds. The promise was directed to the other
group members and stated that the player will make significant contributions to the
project, that is at least 75% of the endowment in each of the following ten rounds.
We have chosen a minimum of 75%, since it is higher than the generally observed
average contributions in a public good game (40–60%), but lower than the Pareto
optimal contribution level of 100%. Hence, some latitude in the contribution choices
was possible.

In the first treatment group (Voluntary), participants simultaneously decided
whether or not to make the statement. The players knew that these pledge decision
would be publicized before the first contribution decision. In the second treatment
group (Compulsory), players had to make the statement in order to proceed in the
experiment. In both cases, it was made explicit that making the statement had no con-
sequence on the set of possible future choices and did not limit the decisions later in
the experiment. All participants who decided to pledge had to type in the following,
“I promise to contribute each round at least 15 ECUs to the project.” According
to research in social psychology (Linder et al. 1967; Kiesler 1971), commitment is
stronger when individuals engage in the act of promise making. For this reason, we

2 The rematching of playerswas done in away that none of the players interacted twice.With 16 participants
per session, a perfect stranger matching was guaranteed and this was common knowledge.
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Public cooperation statements 751

decided that subjects had to key in the statement.3 Before the first contribution decision
in Stage 2, all players in the treatment groups learned which players in their group
(also) made the statement. In the second stage, Statement-Makers were consequently
labeled.4

To control how beliefs influenced the contribution choice, we asked subjects after
their contribution decision to indicate their expectations about the contributions of the
other players (first-order beliefs) and the guess of others’ expectations with respect to
their own contributions (second-order beliefs). This belief elicitationwas incentivized,
following the quadratic scoring rule. After all subjects stated their beliefs, feedback
was given about each group member’s individual contribution.5

At the end of each stage, three rounds were randomly selected to determine the
payments; one round for the contribution decision and two rounds for the accuracy of
the beliefs. By this mechanism, we minimized wealth effects and prevented hedging
within a stage.

2.2 Behavioral predictions and identification strategies

Under the assumption of purely self-serving and money maximizing behavior, con-
tributions are expected to be 0 in all groups and stages. Statements, if they are made,
are considered as meaningless by the group members and do not affect their con-
tribution decisions. This also applies to the repeated setting of the game. A rational
decision-maker will always break the promise in the last round and try to free-ride
on the contributions of the others. Applying backward induction, the statement is
consequently non-credible in all rounds of the game.

Empirical evidence, however, shows human behavior deviates fundamentally from
these predictions.Contributions in public goodgames are on averagebetween40−60%
of the endowment in the first round of an experiment and deteriorate over the repeti-
tions of the game (Ledyard 1995; Fehr andGächter 2000; Chaudhuri 2011).Moreover,
non-institutionalized, multilateral communication enhances the contribution levels
significantly (Sally 1995;Bochet et al. 2006;Balliet 2009).Koukoumelis et al. (2012)’s
study provides first evidence that also one-dimensional communication may be suffi-
cient to motivate higher contribution levels.

Following these insights, public and institutionalized cooperation statements may
be associated with higher contributions to the public good in our experiment. This
reasoning finds also support in the bilateral promise literature. Individuals are reluctant
to lie; either because the person has a preference for keeping their word (Ellingsen and
Johannesson 2004; Vanberg 2008; Di Bartolomeo et al. 2019) or because the promisor
does not want to go against the social norm of keeping a promise (Binmore 2006;

3 Subjects who decided not to pledge had to key in a neutral text: “I am a voluntary participant in this
experiment, no coercion or interference has taken place.” This text was already introduced in the baseline
stage and was of similar length as the contribution statement.
4 Respective screenshots and instructions can be found in the Appendix.
5 Croson and Marks (2001) find that feedback about single players’ contribution compared to information
about the total contribution does not change the average contributions. Also, Fehr and Gächter (2000) do
not find a difference in contributions when feedback is provided at an aggregate level or by showing the
entire contribution vector.
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Bicchieri and Lev-On 2007). Other authors argue that the effect is more indirect:
the statement raises the expectations of others, the promisor anticipates this and is
motivated by guilt aversion, that is the desire to avoid (the psychological costs from)
disappointing the expectations of the interaction partners (Charness and Dufwenberg
2006; Ederer and Stremitzer 2017; Battigalli et al. 2013). Both theories, howsoever,
suggest that making a statement increases contributions to the public good in our
experiment.

In the case of the voluntary statements, higher contribution levels observed in
Statement-Makers may have two origins: First, the statement is more appealing to
people who generally contribute more. If they make the statement, while others do
not, the decision to pledge can be interpreted as a (true) signal about one’s contributor
type.6

Hypothesis 1 (selection): Participants who contributed more in Stage 1 are more
likely to make the statement.

The second origin for higher contributions of Statement-Makers is that a behav-
ioral change took place and that subjects indeed increased their contributions after
the pledge. In this case, commitment and coordination come into play. If making a
statement triggers commitment, either due to a preference for promise-keeping or due
to guilt aversion, and the interaction partners are aware of this, they may consequently
also adapt their contribution behavior. To be more specific, if subjects observe other
group members are making the statement, they expect higher group contributions in
the future. Following conditional cooperation (Fischbacher et al. 2001), this change
in beliefs motivates the subject to also contribute more to the public good. We see
improved coordination, besides commitment to the promised behavior, as a source for
an increase in pro-social behavior after a pledge.

Hypothesis 2 (behavioral change): Participants who make the statement subse-
quently increase their contributions to the public good in Stage 2 compared to their
contributions in Stage 1.

Given our experimental design, the Voluntary treatment condition allows us to dis-
entangle the selection aspect from the behavioral effect of the statement by comparing
the behavior before and after the pledge (Stage 1 vs. Stage 2 contributions). We can
evaluate whether participants who voluntarily choose to make the statement, have on
average, higher contributions in Stage 1 (selection). And we can determine if par-
ticipants who voluntarily made the statement, increase their contributions in Stage 2
compared to Stage 1 (behavioral change).

In regard to the comparison between the two statement forms, voluntary and
compulsory, previous research suggests that forced statements trigger a weaker com-
mitment than a voluntary statement (Kiesler 1971; Schlesinger 2011). And while
lying or expectation-based guilt aversion (Charness and Dufwenberg 2006; Ederer

6 As one reviewer pointed out, it is possible that sophisticated low contributors may disguise themselves
and use the pledge to motivate their new group members to high contributions. In our experiment, however,
this strategic motive seems to play a subordinate role; as we will see later in the results section, previous
high contributions are a valid predictor for statement-making.
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and Stremitzer 2017; Battigalli et al. 2013) may still be in place, it can be expected
that their effect is weaker than in the Voluntary setting, since also the interaction part-
ners know that the statement was forced. To our knowledge, we are first to examine
the eventual differences in behavior in the context of multilateral decision-making.
Findings from studies analyzing the effect of bilateral promise-making support the
hypothesis that the effect of compulsory promises is weak(er) (Linder et al. 1967;
Charness and Dufwenberg 2010; Belot et al. 2010).

Hypothesis 3 (voluntary vs. compulsory): Participants who made a compulsory
statement change their contribution behavior to a lesser extent than participants who
made the promise voluntarily.

For the second driver of a behavioral change, namely improved coordination, we
expect that it will matter how uniformly the cooperation statement gets adapted. Since
we have no influence on the statement decision in the Voluntary treatment group, we
will control for the resulting variations in the analysis. Of particular interest will be the
behavioral change in groups in which all four players voluntarily decide to make the
statement. We expect to observe particularly high contribution in these groups, since
a strong coordination component will be paired with a self-driven commitment.

2.3 Experimental procedure

The experiment was conducted at the experimental laboratory of the Queensland Uni-
versity of Technology, we used the experimental software CORAL (Schaffner 2013)
and the online recruitment system ORSEE (Greiner 2015). The experiment lasted
for about an-hour-and-a-half. Sessions were equally distributed over the three treat-
ment groups. Before participants could start the experiment, comprehension questions
needed to be answered correctly. The average payment was 25.3 AUD (app. 18 USD).
The data compromise observations of 192 individuals and 3840 decisions in total.

3 Results

Startingwith the average treatment effect,we examine the contribution levels in Stage 2
as opposed to Stage 1 in the control and the two treatment conditions (Table 2). Figure 1
depicts the corresponding differences in individual mean contributions. The graphical
inspection suggests that when the game was played for the second time, average group
contributions in the Control group were smaller. In the treatment groups, on contrast,
average group contributions were higher than before.

In the following, we will use regression analyses to analyze these differences and to
examine ways by which the non-enforceable cooperation statements can be associated
with such higher contribution levels. At first, we will analyze the behavior in the
Voluntary treatment group; we will identify whether there was selection in making
the statement and whether behavior in addition changed after the pledge. In a second
step, we will then compare how the effect of the statement varied when the pledge
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Table 2 Individual mean contributions Stage 1 and Stage 2

Contributions Stage 1 Stage 2 Number participants

Control 8.70 (4.67) 7.65 (4.52) 64

Voluntary 8.57 (3.35) 10.08 (5.77) 64

Non-Takers 7.56 (2.83) 7.52 (4.98) 33

Statement-Makers 9.65 (3.56) 12.82 (5.33) 31

Compulsory 10.61∗ (6.02) 13.13 (5.61) 64

Number of participants 192

Standard deviations are in parentheses.
∗Stage 1 contributions in the Compulsory group were on average higher than in the Voluntary and Control
group. This was due to a strong variation across the experimental groups. In the regression analyses, we
control for these initial differences and can show that they do not impair the findings presented in the
following

Fig. 1 Difference in mean contributions in Stage 2 compared to Stage 1

was voluntary or compulsory, and how the respective effects evolved over the course
of interactions.

3.1 Voluntary statement

Table 3 presents the results ofOLS regressionmodels estimating the average individual
contributions in Stage 1 and Stage 2 for the Control and Voluntary treatment group.
The Control group’s contributions in Stage 1 serve as baseline.

Model 1 analyzes at an aggregate level the change in contribution behavior after
the pledging possibility. We find the same dynamic as in Fig. 1; contributions in the
Voluntary treatment group increased in Stage 2 (after the pledge), as opposed to the
Control group, where contributions decreased. In consequence, contributions in Stage
2 of the Voluntary treatment group are significantly higher (F = 3.85, p = 0.05)
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than contributions of the Control group in Stage 2, but also significantly higher than
contributions in Stage 1 of the own treatment group (F = 4.84, p = 0.03).

In the Voluntary treatment group, 48% of the participants decided to make the
statement. In the following, we consider the behavior of these Statement-Makers sep-
arately. Participants who had the opportunity to make the statement, but chose not to,
we will refer to as Non-Takers.

We hypothesized that cooperation statements would attract primarily those indi-
viduals who had previously contributed to the public good at a high level. Model
2 estimates pre- and post-contributions of Statement-Makers and Non-Takers and
reveals that Statement-Makers indeed contributed already more in Stage 1 than Non-
Takers (F = 3.52, p = 0.062). Thus, we find support for the selection assumption of
Hypothesis 1: subjects who choose to make the cooperation statement behave already
before the pledge more socially. This finding is consistent with the results from other
studies (Koessler et al. 2019; Koessler 2019) and is robust when we control for indi-
vidual characteristics. Table 8 in the Appendix presents estimations on the likelihood
of making a statement. Besides past contribution behavior, we find that gender is a pre-
dictor for statement-making: females are significantly less likely tomake the statement
(p < 0.05).

Result 1—selection Individuals who voluntarily decide to make the cooperation
statement, contributed already before the pledge on higher levels to the public good
than individuals who decided against the voluntary pledge.

Ourmain interest waswhether in addition to this selection effect, Statement-Makers
changed their behavior. Comparing the coefficients for Stage 2, it becomes evident
that the Statement-Makers indeed significantly increased their average contributions
(p = 0.002) after the pledge. Non-Takers, on the contrary, do not show a significant
change in their contribution behavior. Thus, we find support for Hypothesis 2, making
the statement prompts a change in behavior.

Result 2a—behavioral change Voluntary Statement-Makers increase their con-
tributions after they made the cooperation statement.

Model 3 tests the robustness of the result and considers as additional explanatory
variables the average contribution level of other players, which the individual players
experienced in Stage 1, and which, as the coefficient OthersContrib_S1 shows,
positively influenced their contributions. The significant change in the contribution
behavior of Statement-Makers persists.

Model 4 controls in addition for the number of other players who (also) made
a statement in one’s matching group (N_State_others). As it has previously been
argued, the associated coordination makes up part of the observed behavioral change
in the Voluntary treatment group. Now that we control for the number of Statement-
Makers, the influence of V oluntary is hence smaller and weaker (p = 0.07). The
aforementioned difference between the change in behavior of voluntary Statement-
Makers and Non-Takers remains (F = 3.86, p = 0.05).

To gain a better understanding of the drivers for the behavioral change, we examine
how beliefs changed in correspondence to the statement. Table 4 displays (i) the
expectations from other players, (ii) players’ own second-order beliefs and (iii) the
respective contributions. Tomeasure the pure effect of the statement in regard to others’
expectations, we focus on the beliefs and contributions only from the first round of the
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Table 3 Mean contributions in Control and Voluntary

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Voluntary −0.127

(0.824)

Voluntary × No −1.138 −0.953 −0.956

(0.954) (0.868) (0.865)

Voluntary × State 0.950 0.901 0.902

(0.974) (0.885) (0.882)

Stage 2 −1.050 −1.050 −1.050 −1.050

(0.824) (0.787) (0.715) (0.713)

Stage 2 × Voluntary 2.562∗∗
(1.165)

Stage 2 × Voluntary × No 1.005 1.005 −0.0727

(1.349) (1.226) (1.387)

Stage 2 × Voluntary × State 4.221∗∗∗ 4.221∗∗∗ 2.767∗
(1.377) (1.252) (1.530)

OthersContrib_S1 0.189∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗
(0.0259) (0.0259)

N_State_others 0.867

(0.528)

Constant 8.698∗∗∗ 8.698∗∗∗ 3.761∗∗∗ 3.855∗∗∗
(0.582) (0.556) (0.844) (0.843)

Observations 256 256 256 256

Adjusted R2 0.023 0.108 0.263 0.268

This table presents the results ofOLS regressions, estimating average contribution levels for each stage in the
Control and Voluntary treatment group. OthersContrib_S1 is a control variable for the average contributions
of other players individuals experienced in Stage 1. The variable N_State_others lists howmany of the other
players in one’s matching group made a statement. Standard errors are in parentheses. ***,**,* indicate
significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively

second stage. This was the first interaction after a new group was formed and players
were not yet able to predict the other players’ behavior based on previous interactions.

Expectations in the Voluntary treatment group were significantly higher than the
expectations subjects formed in the Control group. Interestingly, this was not only
the case for the expectations toward the Statement-Makers (Mann–Whitney U test
(MWU): Z = −4.114, p < 0.01), but also for the expectations toward the Non-Takers
(MWU: Z = −2.043, p = 0.041). In general, the introduction of the statement made
subjects more optimistic of what contributions to expect in the second stage. But
within these optimistic beliefs, expectations toward Statement-Makers were higher
(MWU: Z = −1.797, p = 0.072).7 The second-order beliefs, in contrast, were
only higher for the Statement-Makers, they anticipated correctly that other players

7 When the analysis is based on the beliefs from all Stage 2 rounds, the divergence among these expectations
becomes stronger.
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Table 4 Beliefs in Stage 2

Control Voluntary

Non-Taker Statement-Maker

Expectation of others 9.12 10.55 12

(3.02) (3.35) (2.72)

Second-order belief 8.90 8.32 14.10

(5.30) (3.35) (3.62)

This table presents the beliefs in the first round of Stage 2, with standard deviations in parentheses. The first
row displays the expectation toward a player in the Control group (column 1), a player who decided against
the statement (column 2), and a player whomade the statement (column 3) in the Voluntary treatment group.
The second row lists the second-order belief, i.e., the guess of a player about the average expectations of
the other group-members about her contribution

expected significantly higher contributions from them (Non-Takers vs. Statement-
Makers—MWU: Z = −5.572, p < 0.001). This is in line with previous research
on expectation-based guilt aversion in bilateral interactions (Charness and Dufwen-
berg 2006, 2010). Statement-Makers knew that they raised the expectations of others
(second-order beliefs) and feared feeling guilty if they would not meet these expecta-
tions. However, it needs to bementioned that with our designwe are not able to rule out
that Statement-Makers reported higher second-order beliefs simply to be consistent
with the higher contributions made.

3.2 Voluntary versus compulsory statements

In this section, we compare the behavioral changes of the Voluntary treatment group
with the Compulsory condition in which all group members had to make the state-
ment. In the hypotheses, we argued that the intrinsic commitment associated with a
compulsory pledge should be weaker and also less credible, since everyone knows
that the pledge was forced. Our data, however, show that the compulsory nature of the
pledge does not mean that the statement had less impact on subsequent behavior.

To assess the difference between the Voluntary and Compulsory statement, Fig. 2
plots the dynamic developments of the average contribution in the Control group as
well as in the two treatment groups. Panel A shows the dynamic development of aver-
age contributions in each group, Panel B depicts the fitted values of the differences
in contributions between Stage 1 and 2 (based on the following regression analyses).
Contributions in public good games typically decline, but as Fig. 2 suggests, con-
tributions in the Voluntary treatment group declined faster than in the Control and
Compulsory treatment group. As one can see on the lower right, the decline seems
to be caused by participants who made the statement voluntarily, they reduced their
initial high contributions significantly over time.

Table 5 presents the corresponding regression results estimating the change in
individual contributions betweenStage 1 andStage 2 for each round.Model 4 examines
the data at the aggregate level. The coefficients V oluntary and Compulsory, which
measure the average difference in contributions between Stage 1 and 2, show that
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Fig. 2 Dynamic development

average contributions increased significantly not only in theVoluntary treatment group
but also in the Compulsory treatment group. Thus, we find support for Hypothesis 2
also in case of the compulsory statements.

Result 2b—behavioral change Individuals for whom the pledge of the cooperation
statement was compulsory also increased their contributions compared to previous
levels.

Model 5 then distinguishes between Statement-Makers and Non-Takers for the
Voluntary treatment group. The lower right side of Fig. 2 is based on this estimation.
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The coefficients V oluntary × State and Compulsory estimate for voluntary and
compulsory Statement-Makers the change between Stage 1 and 2 contributions at
the beginning of Stage 2. We find that the two coefficients differ in a statistically
significantway (Chi2(1) = 4.17, p = 0.041), voluntary statements induced a stronger
commitment at first. However, as interactions progressed, the improvement vanishes
and contributions deteriorated faster than when the statements were compulsory (H0:
Voluntary × State × Round = Compulsory × Round: Chi2(1) = 3.02, p = 0.082).
The results remain robust when individuals’ average contribution levels in Stage 1 are
taken into account (AvgContrib_S1 - Model 6). We therefore find partial support for
Hypothesis 3.

Result 3 At first, the voluntary statement leads to a higher increase in contributions
than the compulsory statement.

Result 4 Over time, the positive effect of the voluntary statements wore off faster
than when the statements were compulsory.

The reduction may be explained with conditional cooperation. After the first round,
all subjects learned how much the other players in their group contributed, and volun-
tary Statement-Makers may have realized that the other group members, including
Non-Takers, contributed less to the public good than they did. In response, they
adjusted their contribution behavior and the good intentions of contributing 15 ECUs
ormore vanished. In the Compulsory group, on the other hand, the statement wasmade
by everyone and this seems to have provided assurance about how the others would
behave. In the beliefs, this positive coordinating effect is reflected. Already in the first
round after the pledge, when the beliefs were not yet influenced by interaction, expec-
tations in the Compulsory treatment group (15.07 ECUs) were significantly higher
than in the Voluntary treatment group (11.25 ECUs – MWU: Z = −6.713 p < 0.01),
but also higher than the expectations toward only the voluntary Statement-Makers
(12 ECUs – MWU: Z = −4.99, p < 0.01). Over the course of Stage 2, the differ-
ence in first-order expectations between the two treatment groups prevailed (MWU:
Z = −3.910, p < 0.01).

The comparison between the Voluntary and Compulsory treatment group suggests
that improved coordination seems to have been a key driver for the improved contri-
bution behavior after the pledge. Groups in which all four players voluntarily chose to
make the statement can provide insights into the combined effect of strong coordina-
tion and autonomous choice. In our sample, this was only the case in two experimental
groups and consequently the following analysis must be taken as highly indicative due
to the low observation numbers. In these two groups, average contribution levels in
Stage 2 (17.43 ECUs (sd: 2.65)) as well as the average difference in individual contri-
bution levels between Stage 1 and Stage 2 (+5.15 ECUS (sd: 1.47)) were significantly
higher than in all other groups (average increase in the other groups of Voluntary: 1.27
ECUs (sd: 4.20), and Compulsory 2.52 ECUs (sd: 6.49)). A graph with the respec-
tive contributions can be found in the Appendix. While the high contribution levels
can be explained by selection, the large increase in contributions suggests that the
strong coordination component paired with self-driven commitment was a powerful
combination to boost contributions.

Finally, subjects’ compliance with the statement shall be discussed. In the first
round of Stage 2, both groups of Statement-Makers, voluntary and compulsory,
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Table 5 Dynamic change in contributions, per treatment in Stage 2

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Round −0.0485 −0.0485 −0.0485

(0.110) (0.110) (0.110)

Voluntary 7.838**

(2.991)

Voluntary × No 3.700 3.187

(3.132) (3.061)

Voluntary × State 12.24*** 12.67***

(3.629) (3.624)

Compulsory 5.366** 5.366** 6.226**

(2.475) (2.477) (2.565)

Voluntary × Round −0.340∗
(0.187)

Voluntary × No× Round −0.174 −0.174

(0.190) (0.190)

Voluntary × State × Round -0.517** −0.517**

(0.231) (0.231)

Compulsory × Round −0.116 −0.116 −0.116

(0.156) (0.156) (0.156)

AvgContrib_S1 −0.451 ∗ ∗∗
(0.071)

Constant −0.298 −0.298 3.625*

(1.993) (1.994) (2.028)

Observations 1920 1920 1920

Adjusted R2 0.041 0.056 0.124

***, **, * Indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively
This table presents the results of OLS regressions on the change in contribution levels for each round of
Stage 1 and Stage 2. Standard errors, clustered on the matching group level, are in parentheses

were with their contributions close to the stated level (voluntary Statement-Makers:
14.39 ECUS (sd: 5.02) and compulsory Statement-Makers: 14.80 ECUs (sd: 5.27)).
The compliance rates of 87% for the Voluntary Statement-Makers and 83% for the
compulsory Statement-Makers were not statistically different (prtest: Z = 0.537,
p = 0.591). However, over the course of Stage 2 the compliance deteriorated, result-
ing in an average compliance of 68% for the voluntary and 73% for the compulsory
Statement-Makers. Overall, compulsory Statement-Makers were thus slightly more
often compliant than voluntary Statement-Makers (prtest: Z = −1.671 p = 0.095).
We believe that this is also due to the fact that Statement-Makers lost their motivation
to fulfill the statementmore quicklywhen they played in theVoluntary treatment group
with Non-Takers. The two groups, in which all group members voluntarily chose to
make the statement, met in all rounds, except in the last two, the required contribu-
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tion level. This finding points again to the benefits of improved coordination when
everyone makes the statement.

4 Conclusion

Our results suggest that public cooperation statements can help promote pro-social
behavior in public good settings, even if the pledge is only in the form of a pub-
lic consent with a given statement. In practice, we find such consent schemes with
cooperation statements, for example, in professional codes of conducts.

Based on our within-subject design, we were able to show that individuals get,
in contrast to rational choice predictions, affected by the pledge and that the behav-
ioral effects are not only due to selection. Making a cooperation statement leads to an
increase in pro-social behavior. Furthermore, we argued that this behavioral change
has two drivers, first, the self-driven commitment to fulfill the pledge, and second, the
benefit of improved coordination between the interaction partners. In contrast to find-
ings from bilateral interactions, we show that in social dilemma situations compulsory
cooperation statements are not less effective in promoting cooperation than voluntary
statements. On the contrary, they may even work better when the general willingness
to make a voluntary pledge is low.

To what extent are these results specific to the artificial situation in an experimental
laboratory and what conclusions can be drawn for the real world? In our experiment, it
was clearly defined what was considered a contribution to the public good and which
behavior resembled compliancewith the pledge. In real-world settings, this is rarely the
case. Sometimes deviations can be easily identified, but in most cases, the distinction
between violating against the promised cooperation and simply acting in a less socially
acceptable way is blurred. Hence, the abstraction in our experiment naturally impairs
the external validity of our findings. However, the purity of incentives and the clarity
of the decision setting allowed us to identify two drivers that motivate behavioral
change when public cooperation statements are used—intrinsic commitment to the
promised behavior and improved coordination between the interaction partners. For
future research, it would be interesting to probe the workings of these two drivers in
the field.

In general, our research suggests that public cooperation statements, although
not binding, can help to promote pro-social behavior in social dilemma situations.
Compared to legally binding rules and open discussion forums, public consent with
pre-defined statements may be a solution that is simpler and less costly to implement
and yet promotes contributions to the public good.
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Appendix

Subject pool

See Tables 6, 7 and Fig. 3

Table 6 Summary statistics Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Econ (%) 0.56 0.50 0 1 192

Undergrad (%) 0.85 0.23 0 1 192

Female (%) 0.46 0.50 0 1 192

Age 22.60 6.35 17 63 192

Income 171.53 16.05 50 1000 144

Finsat (%) 0.32 0.468 0 1 175

lessRelig 4.43 1.55 1 6 175

CRT 1.21 1.12 0 3 192

SRM 5.83 1.51 4 11 191

SDS 4.43 2.35 0 11 190
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Table 7 Demographics across treatment groups

Treatment groups

Control Voluntary Compulsory Total

Econ–Fin–Bus (%) 57.8 54.7 56.3 56.3

Undergrad (%) 92.2 84.4 78.1 84.9

Female (%) 45.3 45.3 48.4 46.4

Age 22.94 23.64 22.23 22.93

Income 174.44 169.79 170.59 170.53

Finsat 0.29 0.34 0.33 0.32

lessRelig 4.40 4.63 4.27 4.43

CRT 0.95 1.34 1.33 1.21

SRM 5.67 5.86 5.97 5.83

SDS 4.27 4.46 4.57 4.43

N 64 63 63 190*

*Two subjects did not answer the psychological questionnaires

Contributions of groups with n = 4 statement-makers

Fig. 3 Contributions in Stage 1 and 2, Statements. Note: This figure displays average contributions for each
round in Stage 1 and Stage 2. The development of the two groups in the Voluntary treatment, in which all
group-members decided to make the statement voluntarily, is plotted separately

Demographic characteristics of statement-makers

In the following, we shed light on the characteristics of subjects who voluntarily made
the statement in the Voluntary treatment group. For this purpose, we use demographic
data and information from psychological measures we elicited in a post-experimental
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questionnaire. We asked subjects for their sex, age, degree, course and religiosity.8

We also asked five questions from the Socio-moral Reflection Measure Questionnaire
(Basinger and Gibbs 1987; Gibbs et al. 2013), which address socio-moral values like
truth-telling. The selected questions asked for participant’s attitude toward promises
and lying.9 We also elicited a short version of the Crowne and Marlow Social Desir-
ability Scale (SDS). This scale is often used in Psychology and Clinical Research to
measure the need for social approval.10 A person with a high SDS score is more likely
to perform certain behavior due to a desire to be socially accepted or approved. Ulti-
mately, as an estimator for strategic reasoning, we integrated the cognitive reflection
test (CRT) (Frederick 2005). This test is designed to assess an individual’s ability to
suppress an intuitive response, which is incorrect, and engage in further reflections
that lead to the correct response. Answers were incentive compatible so that partici-
pants were paid 1 AUD for each correct answer. The CRT measure ranges from 0 to
3, indicating a person with a high CRT score is able to resist intuitively compelling
responses.

Table 8 shows the likelihood that a participant takes the statement voluntarily in
Stage 2 based on the demographic characteristics. Model 1 takes into account a par-
ticipant’s study major and degree, gender and age as well as the experience with
economic experiments. The variables Female, Econ and Postgraduate are dummy
variables which take the value one when the participant was, respectively, female,
studied Economics or enrolled in a postgraduate course. Model 2 predicts the likeli-
hood of making the voluntary statement based on the extent to which a participant was
satisfied with his or her financial situation and the degree of religiosity. Model 3 uses
the psychological measurements we elicited in the experiment as explanatory vari-
ables. Model 4 combines all previous three models and Model 5 controls additionally
for the experience a participant has made in the previous stage (average contribution of
the other groupmembers in Stage 1) and the own contribution behavior in Stage 1. The
results show that only own contribution behavior in Stage 1 and gender have a signif-
icant and robust impact on the decision to voluntarily make a cooperation statement.
When a participant was female, she was 40% less likely to make the voluntary state-
ment (p = 0.016 in Model 5).

8 To have an indication how religious participants were, we asked “Apart from weddings, funerals and
christenings, how often do you attend religious services these days?” The variable was coded with “More
than once a week” (1), “Once a week” (2), “Once a month” (3), “Once a year” (4), “Less often than once
a year” (5), “Never” (6). The observed average of 4.43 suggests that participants on average went to church
once per year or less; apart from weddings, funerals and christenings.
9 We asked the following questions: (1) How important is it for people to keep promises, if they can, to
friends? (2) How important is it for people to keep promises, if they can, even to someone they hardly know?
(3) How important is it for parents to keep promises, if they can, to their children? (4) How important
is it for people to tell the truth? The variable was coded in reverse order: very important (1), important
(2), not important (3). Thus, a high score in SRM indicates that the person stated that he or she perceives
promise-keeping as less important.
10 The original version includes 50 items, we used a shorter version from Fischer and Fick (2003) which
is proofed to be also valid and internally consistent (Barger 2002).
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Table 8 Demographic characteristics of Statement-Makers

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Econ −0.0611 −0.170 −0.0588

(0.138) (0.171) (0.189)

Postgrad 0.187 0.383 0.535*

(0.209) (0.273) (0.310)

Experiment 0.153 0.219 0.259

(0.146) (0.181) (0.209)

Female −0.276** −0.418*** −0.395**

(0.130) (0.156) (0.163)

Age −0.00695 −0.00876 −0.00993

(0.0107) (0.0162) (0.0182)

Finsat −0.0876 −0.153 −0.150

(0.143) (0.169) (0.185)

lessRelig 0.0537 0.0573 0.0632

(0.0446) (0.0555) (0.0579)

CRT −0.0241 −0.0571 −0.0497

(0.0560) (0.0732) (0.0756)

SRM 0.0607 0.0393 0.0555

(0.0388) (0.0470) (0.0503)

SDS 0.0540* 0.0407 0.00774

(0.0310) (0.0375) (0.0416)

Contrib_S1 0.0662**

(0.0305)

OthersContrib_S1 −0.00856

(0.0140)

Observations 64 56 63 55 55

This table presents the marginal effects (calculated at the means of all variables) from a probit regression
on the likelihood that a participant takes voluntarily the statement. Standard errors are in parentheses. ***,
**, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively
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